Press release, 6 April 2021

Train World is launching its online fanshop on 6 April
2021
Fanshop
Today, Train World is launching its brand new fanshop!
With this new online shop, we are endeavouring to supply our visitors with an optimal experience,
whatever the circumstances. From interested visitors to hardcore railway buffs, everyone will find
something to enjoy or a suitable gift for a loved one with a Train World theme or in connection with
its temporary exhibitions.
We have items in the following categories:
- Posters
- Postcards
- Gadgets
- Paul Delvaux Collection
- Toys
- etc.
We shall be extending our range in the future with new items: books on railway-related subjects,
exclusive Train World products, railway posters, etc.
To enter the fanshop click on this link: https://fanshop.belgiantrain.be/
We accept Bancontact, MasterCard and Visa.
Over the past months, we have been adding content regularly to our page TrainWorld@Home. Now,
we are opening this brand new fanshop!

Train World
In this historic building, Train World displays not only Belgium’s most valuable engines and carriages,
but also a large number of railway artefacts, unique archival documents, photographs and films, all
spectacularly showcased.
Since its opening in September 2015, the SNCB museum has enabled over 750,000 visitors to relive the
history of Belgium’s railways with a combination of spectacular items from its collections and an
outstanding interactive setting.
The results of the visitor satisfaction survey performed at Train World during the last quarter of 2019
speak for themselves: 97% of visitors were “extremely satisfied” with their visit.
For the question “Would you recommend a visit to Train World to your friends, family or
colleagues?”, our NPS1 score was 68.
To date, Train World ranks fifth in the list of Brussels attractions most highly recommended by
TripAdvisor and third out of the 123 Brussels museums recommended by the same site.
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The NPS, or Net Promoter Score, is an indicator of the likelihood that a product, brand or service will be recommended by
its customers or users.
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Train World has also received excellent feedback on the following reference sites: 5/5 on Facebook,
4.6/5 on Google and 4.5/5 on TripAdvisor.
Also, Train World has earned a 3-star rating in the renowned Michelin Green Guide for the fourth
consecutive year. This maximum score, which means "worth the trip", is the ultimate accolade for both
the designers and the Train World team, who have made it a leading museum in Brussels and
internationally.
An absolute must-see, whatever your age!

No time to go to Train World? No problem!

To ensure an
optimal online experience whatever the circumstances, Train World also
operates its very own fanshop. We have something for everyone, from
interested visitors to hardcore railway buffs.
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